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Abstract
News consumers are frequently exposed to seemingly conflicting claims about the risks or
benefits of activities such as eating meat and drinking coffee, which can lead to confusion and
backlash against expert advice. One factor that may artificially inflate perceived conflict is the
tendency for news headlines to generically attribute such claims to ‘Scientists’, ‘Experts’ or
‘Researchers’. This can create the perception that scientific consensus frequently changes, with
‘experts’ saying one thing one day (e.g., “Fasting diet could regenerate pancreas and reverse
diabetes, researchers say”) and another the next (“Fasting diets may raise risk of diabetes,
researchers warn”). We predicted that hedging news headlines with the qualifier ‘some’ (e.g.,
...some researchers say) would reduce perceived contradiction and backlash by triggering the
scalar inference “some but not all…”. We presented participants with a series of conflicting
headlines or non-conflicting headlines about health and nutrition. These were presented in either
their original generic format (e.g., Researchers say...) or in a qualified format (e.g., Some
researchers say…). Those that saw conflicting headlines felt they were more contradictory, more
confusing and resulted in us knowing less about how to be healthy than those who saw the nonconflicting headlines (Experiment 1, N=294). In Experiment 2 (N=400), the same conflict
manipulation had no effect on more general beliefs about nutrition or the development of science.
When our conflict manipulation did affect beliefs (Experiment 1) the effect of conflict was not
moderated by headline format. Our results suggest that replacing generic consensus claims (e.g.,
Researchers say...) with qualified consensus claims (e.g., Some researchers say…) does not
reduce the perceived contradiction and confusion that are typically associated with conflicting
news reports.
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News consumers are frequently exposed to seemingly conflicting claims about the risks or benefits of
activities such as fasting, taking vitamin supplements, eating meat and drinking coffee. The pair of
conflicting news headlines below is just one example of this phenomena.
1. Fasting diet could regenerate pancreas and reverse diabetes, researchers say
(ABC News, February 2017)
2. Fasting diets may raise risk of diabetes, researchers warn
(The Guardian, May 2018)
At least two-thirds of US adults report seeing or hearing media reports about nutrition at least several
times a week, with over half saying that these stories conflict with earlier news reports at least some of the
time (Funk & Kennedy, 2016). Understanding how people perceive such conflict has been described as a
critical research need (Carpenter et al. 2016). A growing body of evidence has so far revealed that
exposure to conflicting nutrition reports can create confusion (Clark et al., 2019; Nagler, 2014), negative
beliefs about nutrition recommendations (Clark et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2018) and decreased engagement
in food related healthy behaviour (Lee et al., 2018). Outside of the health and nutrition domain, one
particularly noteworthy finding is that exposure to conflicting research studies leads many people to
conclude nothing new has been learned, with some even concluding that we know less than before
(Koehler & Pennycook, 2019).
Conflict is a normal and healthy part of the scientific process but how conflict is perceived by the public
may have significant effects on how people feel towards nutritional advice and the scientific process in
general. While it is important to acknowledge conflicting research findings in the media, it is also
important that the reporting of science does not artificially inflate the true degree of conflict, which could
lead to unnecessary confusion and backlash. In this paper we identify how media headlines that
generically attribute beliefs to ‘researchers’, ‘scientists’ or ‘experts’ (such as examples 1 and 2 above)
have the potential to artificially amplify perceived conflict by implying wholesale shifts in scientific
consensus when conflicting research is reported (e.g., “researchers” said that a fasting diet was
beneficial, now they say it is harmful!). We then go on to experimentally test whether hedging such
headlines with the qualifier ‘some’ (e.g., some researchers say…) can moderate the sense of confusion
and backlash often associated with conflicting news reports.
Consider again headlines 1 and 2, presented above. These two headlines contain information about a
single behaviour (fasting) producing two distinct, directly conflicting outcomes. One headline clearly
describes a benefit of a fasting diet (reversing diabetes), the other a risk (raising risk of diabetes).
Previous research summarised above has shown that even brief exposure to conflicting news reports can
lead to increased nutritional confusion and backlash. What these two headlines have in common is that
they both generically attribute the conclusions to ‘Researchers’. These headlines make category wide
assertions about the beliefs of ‘researchers’ as if researchers are a single homogeneous group that hold a
high degree of consensus. In reality, each headline reports the views of a single research team based on a
single study which may or may not be in line with wider scientific consensus.
In science reporting, generic claims like those above imply universal, timeless conclusions (DeJesus et al.,
2019). News headlines may intentionally or unintentionally exploit the tendency for some people to

conclude that a generic statement is true for all members of the relevant category (e.g., ‘researchers say’ =
‘all researchers say’; Leslie et al., 2011; Cimpian et al., 2010). Consistent with this, Haigh, Birch & Pollet
(2020) found that some participants interpreted generic phrases commonly used by the media (such as
Researchers say…’ or ‘Scientists believe…’) as referring to all relevant experts (100% of experts), while
the average consensus estimate corresponded to most experts (i.e., >50%). This is in line with work
showing that in the absence of any dissenting information the public’s default response is to assume a
high degree of scientific consensus (Aklin & Urpelainen, 2014). Because there is a tendency for the
public to perceive phrases such as ‘researchers believe’ as either ‘all’ or ‘most’ researchers, headlines that
generically attribute claims to ‘researchers’, ‘scientists’ or ‘experts’ may amplify perceived conflict
between diverging studies by implying a wholesale shift (or U-turn) in scientific consensus. In other
words, they risk giving the impression that a homogenous body of experts “say one thing one day and
another the next…” (Caswell, 2006; Goldberg & Sliwa, 2011; Jarry, 2019; Kolata, 1998; Newby, 2019;
Robbins, 2012).
In the experiments that follow we examined whether introducing a simple hedge (inserting the word
‘some’ into a generic headline) could moderate the sense of conflict between diverging news stories.
When directly comparing the example generic headlines above (1 and 2) there is a clear, jarring sense of
contradiction (“Researchers said A now Researchers say not-A”), but this apparent U-turn may be put into
perspective by inserting the qualifier ‘some’ into each headline (“Some researchers said A now Some
researchers say not-A”; see examples 3 and 4).
3. Fasting diet could regenerate pancreas and reverse diabetes, some researchers say
4. Fasting diets may raise risk of diabetes, some researchers warn
The addition of qualifiers makes the diverging claims easier to reconcile, as both claims can clearly be
true at the same time and do not imply a dramatic change in scientific consensus. A generic headline and
the same headline qualified with ‘some’ refer to the same logical possibilities. They can both be used to
describe complete consensus (i.e., it would be logically true to say ‘Some scientists think A’ when in fact
‘All scientists think A’) and they can both be used to describe less than complete consensus. However,
when people encounter the word ‘some’ they typically make the pragmatic inference (known as a scalar
inference or scalar implicature) that the writer or speaker is referring to ‘some but not all’ (Bott &
Noveck, 2004). In the context of news headlines a phrase such as ‘Some scientists’ strongly implies the
absence of complete consensus. Inserting ‘some’ as a hedge may therefore reduce the sense of
contradiction by more accurately implying that some researchers believe one thing and other researchers
believe another, without implying a wholesale shift in consensus.
Across two experiments we examined whether inserting the qualifier ‘some’ into genuine news headlines
could reduce the consequences of perceived conflict (e.g., confusion and backlash) by making diverging
claims easier to reconcile. In both experiments we presented participants with a sequence of genuine
health and nutrition headlines, one at a time. They either saw a series of headlines that contained pairs of
conflicting claims or a series that contained pairs of non-conflicting claims. In addition, participants saw
the headlines in either their original generic format (e.g., Researchers say...) or in a qualified format with
the word ‘some’ inserted (e.g., Some researchers say...). This between-subjects design meant that
participants were randomly assigned to see one of four headline sequences (Generic headlines/Conflicting

claims, Generic headlines /Non-conflicting claims, Qualified headlines/Conflicting claims and Qualified
headlines/Non-conflicting claims).
In Experiment 1 we predicted that participants exposed to conflicting headlines would perceive them as
more contradictory than those who were exposed to non-conflicting headlines. We also predicted that
relative to non-conflicting headlines, our conflicting headlines would be perceived as creating greater
confusion and generating less of a cumulative increase in knowledge. Crucially, we predicted an
interaction effect in which the conflicting headlines would be perceived as less contradictory and
confusing when qualified with ‘some’ (with no such effect for the non-conflicting headlines).
Experiment 2 was identical in design, but with different dependent variables that measured more global
beliefs about nutrition and the development of science. Previous research has shown that brief exposure to
conflicting news reports is able to shift such global beliefs, at least temporarily (e.g., Clark, Nagler &
Niederdeppe, 2019). We predicted that relative to non-conflicting headlines, our conflicting headlines
would induce a greater sense of general Nutritional Confusion (in contrast to the more specific measure of
confusion used in Experiment 1), greater Nutritional Backlash (replicating Clarke et al., 2019), greater
mistrust in expertise and lower confidence in the Scientific Community. As with Experiment 1, we
predicted an interaction effect in which conflicting headlines would cause less confusion, backlash and
mistrust when qualified with ‘some’ (with no such effect for the non-conflicting headlines).
Experiment 2 also tested whether exposure to conflicting headlines has any positive effects, by testing the
prediction that those exposed to conflicting headlines would show more sophisticated epistemic beliefs,
with a greater awareness that scientific knowledge is uncertain and constantly developing (Ferguson et al.,
2013; Kerwer & Rosman, 2018; Kerwer & Rosman, 2020; Kienhues et al., 2011). We predicted an effect
in this positive direction as exposure to conflicting news reports may challenge erroneous perceptions that
scientific knowledge is certain and unchanging. The effect was predicted to be larger when headlines
were qualified with ‘some’ due to the increased emphasis on variability between individual researchers.
Experiments
In two pre-registered online experiments participants were exposed to 19 genuine news headlines about
human diet and nutrition. The selection of headlines seen by each participant contained either six pairs of
conflicting claims (e.g., one headline reporting that alcohol is beneficial and a counterpart reporting that
alcohol is not beneficial) or six pairs of non-conflicting claims (e.g., one headline reporting that dietary
fat is beneficial and a counterpart also reporting that dietary fat is beneficial). Headlines were presented in
either their original generic format (e.g., Scientists say...) or in a qualified format (e.g., Some scientists
say...). The headlines were presented under the guise of a recognition memory task to avoid the demand
characteristics that could occur if participants knew the key outcome variables related to conflict.
Both study protocols were pre-registered. All materials, raw data and code are available on the Open
Science Framework (Experiment 1https://osf.io/eqnfg/; Experiment 2 https://osf.io/afrb3/). The
experiments received ethical approval through Northumbria University’s ethical approval system.

Design
Both experiments had an identical 2x2 independent groups design. The first factor was Headline Conflict.
Participants saw a series of headlines that either contained non-conflicting claims or conflicting claims
about six nutrition topics. The second factor was Headline Format. The headline claims were either
generically attributed to experts (e.g., “Scientists say…”) or were hedged using a qualifier (e.g., “Some
scientists say…”). This resulted in four independent conditions: Generic/Conflicting, Generic/Nonconflicting, Qualified /Conflicting and Qualified /Non-conflicting. Participants were randomly assigned to
one of these conditions.
In Experiment 1 the self-reported dependent variables were perceived contradiction between the
headlines, level of agreement that the headlines cause confusion and a rating indicating whether the
research reported in the headlines results in us knowing more or less about health and nutrition than we
did before. In Experiment 2 the self-reported dependent variables were global measures of nutritional
confusion, nutritional backlash, mistrust of expertise, confidence in the scientific community, beliefs
about the uncertainty of scientific knowledge and beliefs about the development of scientific knowledge.
Participants
Participants for both experiments were recruited online via the www.prolific.co participant pool which
has over 70,000 registered users. The platform provides comparable data quality to the frequently used
MTurk platform but with more diverse and naive users (Peer et al., 2017). Prolific report that most
participants in the pool were born in the UK or USA. The majority of the pool report ethnicity as
white/Caucasian and report being in either full or part-time employment. Signups are restricted based on
internet protocol address and internet service provider and the number of accounts that can share the same
machine are limited. Accounts cannot share PayPal or Circle accounts to avoid repeat participation. In
both experiments pre-screening ensured the study was only advertised to those over 18 years old, who
spoke English as their first language and had not taken part in related experiments.
In Experiment 1 we requested a sample of 300 participants (aiming for approximately 75 per group),
which would give power of > 0.99 to detect a medium sized interaction effect of f = 0.25 (calculated
using G*Power 3.1.9.2, assuming a four groups, numerator DF = 1 and α = 0.05). A total of 312
individuals signed up through Prolific. A total of 371 survey responses were received. This discrepancy
between the number of sign-ups and number of survey responses was due to a technical issue 1 that
resulted in 59 participants participating twice (see footnote for a description of this issue). Because each
participant had a unique Prolific ID we could identify those who completed the survey twice and excluded
their second attempt. After doing this we were left with 312 responses from 312 participants. Following
our pre-registered exclusion criteria, participants were excluded if they did not complete the task
Some participants received an error message on completion of the study. Specifically, the error message
appeared when they clicked a hyperlink on the debrief page. This hyperlink was inserted to redirect
participants back to Prolific.co so they could claim their reward. Despite the error message, their
completion of the study was successfully recorded. On seeing the error message 59 participants took it
upon themselves to complete the study a second time, in the belief that their first attempt had not been
recorded (we know this because some of those participants contacted us to explain their reasoning).
1

(considered to have withdrawn), if they declared that they did not respond seriously or if they failed an
attention check (i.e., recalled < 4 headlines correctly during a headline recall task). This left a final sample
of 294 participants (126 males, 168 females) which had power of 0.99 to detect a medium sized
interaction effect. Participants were aged 18 - 69 (Mage = 34.29, SD = 12.97). They were paid £0.80.
In Experiment 2 We requested a sample of 400 participants (aiming for approximately 100 per group),
which would give power of > 0.99 to detect a medium sized interaction effect of f = 0.25. A total of 412
individuals consented to take part. After applying our pre-registered exclusion criteria (which were the
same as in Experiment 1) the final sample was 400 participants. This sample had power of >.99 to detect
a medium sized interaction effect. Participants were aged 18 - 73 (Mage = 33.5, SD = 12) with 150
identifying as male, 248 identifying as female and 2 identifying with neither of those categories. They
were paid £1.20.
Materials
Both experiments were conducted online using the Qualtrics platform.
Stimuli
Headlines. In both experiments participants saw two headlines about Vitamin D, two about red/processed
meat, two about coffee, two about dietary fat, two about alcohol and two about intermittent fasting. These
six topics were the focus of our study. They also saw seven unrelated filler headlines, each about a
different aspect of health or nutrition.
In the Conflict conditions participants saw two headlines about each of the six topics that made
conflicting claims. A pair of headlines were classed as conflicting if they implied conflicting courses of
action (e.g., to drink or avoid alcohol). The following two headlines are an example of a conflicting pair.
5. Drinking wine or beer up to four times a week can protect against diabetes, researchers
say (Independent, 2017)
6. Four glasses of wine is enough to harm your health, scientists say (Independent, 2014)
These specific headlines do not directly contradict each other (one is specific to the effects of alcohol on
diabetes, the other related to more general ‘health’). However, they imply broadly conflicting conclusions
about the risks of alcohol. One headline implies that the consequences of drinking alcohol are beneficial,
the other implies that they are not beneficial. This type of ‘decisional’ conflict (Carpenter et al. 2016) is
an important category of conflicting information to examine, as conflicting nutritional information is
generally not as clear cut as in examples 1 and 2 above.
In the non-conflicting conditions, the two headlines on each topic made complimentary claims (e.g., two
headlines reporting that alcohol is not beneficial, two reporting that dietary fat is beneficial, two headlines
reporting that intermittent fasting is beneficial etc.). Each headline was presented on a separate page, in a
fixed order. The two headlines relating to a specific topic were always presented adjacently. For the full
list of items in each condition and presentation order see Appendix 1.
All headlines were sourced from Google news archive searches. We chose our six nutritional and dietary

topics as they had been the subject of conflicting news reports. We sourced the headlines by taking 24
generic phrases commonly used by the media such as ‘Scientists say’, ‘Researchers think’, and ‘Experts
agree’ (these phrases were identified by Haigh et al., 2020) and pairing them with our six nutrition topics
to create 144 search terms: e.g., [“scientists say”, “alcohol”]. From the search results we selected
headlines that made positive or negative claims about each of our six topics. Our ‘positive’ (+) headlines
either claimed a health benefit associated with an activity (e.g., Drinking wine or beer up to four times a
week can protect against diabetes, researchers say) or the absence of presumed risk (e.g., Scientists say
eating red meat DOESN’T increase your risk of heart attack). Our ‘negative’ (-) headlines either claimed
a health risk associated with an activity (e.g., Four glasses of wine is enough to harm your health,
scientists say) or the absence of a presumed benefit (e.g., Taking vitamin D is pointless, say scientists).
The original headlines always made a generic claim (e.g., Scientists say…). For headlines presented in the
Qualified conditions these were edited by inserting the word ‘Some’.
The seven filler headlines were sourced in a similar way by searching for nutrition and dietary topics
which are often subject to media reports making claims about their consumption (e.g., organic food,
turmeric). Here we used only the topic (e.g., “turmeric”) as the search term and excluded any results
mentioning the authors of the scientific research and verbs that implied consensus (e.g., “Turmeric
compound could boost memory and mood”). The purpose of these fillers was to disguise our
manipulation. Because all participants saw the same seven filler headlines, we tested recall of these
specific items in a memory recall task that served as an attention check (described below).
Measures
Perceived contradiction (Experiment 1). Participants were told that of the 19 headlines they had just
been asked to remember, two were about Vitamin D, two were about eating meat, two were about
drinking coffee, two were about dietary fat, two were about drinking alcohol and two were about
intermittent fasting. They then read six statements asking about the degree of conflict within each pair
(e.g., “The two headlines about dietary fat contradicted one another”) and indicated the extent to which
they agreed or disagreed on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree,
5 = strongly agree). The overall score was the sum of the six items (6 - 30), with a higher score indicating
that a participant perceived a greater degree of contradiction.
Confusion (Experiment 1). Participants read the statement “The headlines I was asked to remember
create confusion about how to be healthy” and rated it on a 5-point Likert scale the extent to which they
agreed or disagreed (1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
Scientific Advancement (Experiment 1). Based on an item taken from Koehler & Pennycook (2019)
participants were asked “When we take the results reported in these headlines together, do we now
know more, less or the same as we did before about how to be healthy?”. They indicated their
response on a 3-point scale (-1 = we know less, 0 = we know the same amount, 1 = we know more).
This indicates whether participants perceive the body of research reported in the headlines to have
increased or decreased knowledge about how to be healthy.
Nutritional confusion (Experiment 2). The six-item scale used by Clark et al. (2019) was used to
measure confusion about nutritional advice. Participants were asked to read each statement (e.g., “I find

nutrition recommendations to be confusing”) and select on a 5-point Likert scale the point that best
described them (1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 5 = strongly agree). The overall
score was the average of the items (range from 1 - 5). In this study the internal reliability measured using
Cronbach's alpha was 0.82.
Nutritional backlash (Experiment 2). The 6-item Nutritional Backlash Scale (Lee et al., 2018) was used
to assess negative beliefs about nutrition recommendations and research. Participants were asked to read
each statement (e.g., “Dietary recommendations are rarely useful”) and select on a 5-point Likert scale the
point that best described them (1 = strongly agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 5 = strongly disagree).
The first three items were reverse scored so higher scores signified greater nutritional backlash. The
overall score was the average of the items (range from 1-5). In this study the internal reliability measured
using Cronbach's alpha was 0.72.
Mistrust of expertise (Experiment 2). We presented participants with three items from Oliver and
Rahn’s (2016) populism scale that relate to mistrust of expertise. These assessed general skepticism of
science and expert opinion (“I'd rather put my trust in the wisdom of ordinary people than the opinions of
experts and intellectuals”, “When it comes to really important questions, scientific facts don’t help very
much” , “Ordinary people can really use the help of experts to understand complicated things like science
and health”). Participants read each statement and were asked to select on a 5-point Likert scale the point
that best described them (1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 5 = strongly agree). The
final item was reverse scored so higher scores signified greater mistrust. The overall score was the
average of the items (range from 1 - 5). Cronbach's alpha was 0.73.
Confidence in the Scientific Community (Experiment 2). Participants were asked a question adapted
from the US General Social Survey (Smith et al., 2018) which asked, “How much confidence would you
say you have in the scientific community?” Responses were coded on a three-point scale with higher
scores indicating greater mistrust (a great deal of confidence = 1; only some confidence = 2; hardly any
confidence at all = 3).
Epistemic beliefs about the Certainty and Development of knowledge (Experiment 2). Two subscales
from the Scientific Epistemological Beliefs Questionnaire (Conley et al., 2004) were used to measure
beliefs about the certainty and development of knowledge. The first subscale had 6-items assessing
beliefs about the Certainty of knowledge (belief in a right answer) e.g., “All questions in science have one
right answer”. The second subscale also with 6-items assessed beliefs about the Development of scientific
knowledge (beliefs about science as an evolving and changing subject) e.g., “The ideas in science books
sometimes change”). Items were rated on 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neither agree
nor disagree, 5= strongly agree) with the Certainty items reverse scored. The overall score was the mean
of the items (range from 1 - 5). Higher scores signified more sophisticated beliefs - i.e. a greater
awareness that science is uncertain and constantly evolving. Cronbach's alpha was 0.76 for the certainty
subscale and 0.82 for the development subscale.
Headline recall test (Experiments 1 & 2). The seven filler headlines from the list participants were
asked to remember were presented alongside a further seven previously unseen headlines. Participants
were told they would see a selection of seven headlines they had seen previously and seven they had not
seen before. All 14 items appeared in a list and participants were asked to select the headlines they had

seen before. They could select a maximum of seven headlines. At the end of the survey participants
received feedback on how many they recalled correctly. This also served as a pre-registered attention
check, with participants who correctly recalled less than four headlines being excluded.
Procedure
After reading the information sheet and providing consent, participants in both experiments were
randomly assigned to see headlines in one of four headline conditions. They were presented with the list
of 19 headlines making nutritional or dietary claims, with the instruction to remember these for a later
recall task. The headlines were presented in the same fixed order to all participants (see Appendix 1).
Each headline was presented on its own page for a minimum of 10 seconds before a button appeared
which allowed participants to move onto the next headline. There was no maximum viewing time. The
headlines were numbered (e.g., Headline 1 of 19) so participants could monitor their progress. After
viewing all the headlines participants in Experiment 1 answered the six conflict questions, the confusion
question and scientific advancement question, before completing the recall test. Participants in
Experiment 2 completed six questionnaires in the order they are listed above before completing the recall
test. Mean completion time was 8.48 minutes in Experiment 1 and 10.89 minutes in Experiment 2.
In Experiment 2 each scale was presented on a separate page. Scales that required participants to select
their strength of agreement were presented with “strongly disagree” on the left (1) and “strongly
agree” on the right (5). The exception to this was the Nutritional Backlash scale where the order was
reversed. When a participant moved on to a new page to complete the next scale, we included a clear
message in bold text to indicate that the scale had changed direction (e.g., “Note that the order of the
scale has changed: Strongly agree is on the left and strongly disagree on the right”).
All questions required a response so participants could not progress until all items had been answered. At
the end of each study, participants completed a seriousness check (“It would be very helpful if you could
tell us at this point whether you have taken part seriously, so that we can use your answers for our
scientific analysis, or whether you were just clicking through to take a look at the survey?” Aust et al.,
2013) and were reassured they would be paid regardless of their response. The final page was the debrief
which explained the study’s actual purpose and that the headlines should not be taken as dietary or
nutrition advice. Participants' scores on the memory recall test were also provided.

Results
Because all questions required a response there were no missing data in either experiment. A 2x2
independent groups ANOVA (with Type III sum of squares) was conducted on each DV using the car
package (Fox & Weisberg, 2019) in R version 3.6.0 (R Core Team, 2019). Descriptive statistics for
Experiment 1 are summarized in Figures 1 and 2 and inferential statistics are summarised in Table 1.
Descriptive statistics for Experiment 2 are summarized in Figure 3 and inferential statistics are
summarised in Table 2. Following the peer review process, we also present exploratory Bayesian analysis
(with uninformative priors) to help interpret non-significant effects. These were conducted using the
BayesFactor package in R (Morey & Rouder, 2018).
Experiment 1
Figure 1. Descriptive statistics for each variable measured in Experiment 1. Black horizontal bars
represent the condition mean and the band represents 95% confidence intervals

Table 1. ANOVA test statistics showing the effects of Conflict, Format and the interaction between
Conflict and Format on each of the three dependent variables in Experiment 1.
DF1

DF2

F

Cohen’s f
(partial)

Cohen’s f
95% CI

BF10

Conflict

1

290

1.58

1.41 - 1.76

>100

Format

1

290

2.43

.120

0.09

0.00 - 0.21

.21

Conflict * Format

1

290

3.41

.066

0.11

0.00 - 0.22

.16

Conflict

1

290

72.70

< .001

0.50

0.38 - 0.62

>100

Format

1

290

<1

.402

0.05

0.00 - 0.16

.18

Conflict * Format

1

290

3.40

.066

0.11

0.00 - 0.22

.37

Conflict

1

290

10.72

.001

0.19

0.08 - 0.31

20.5

Format

1

290

3.76

.053

0.11

0.00 - 0.23

.79

Conflict * Format

1

290

<1

.707

0.02

0.00 - 0.13

.13

p

Contradiction
728.28 < .001

Confusion

Advancement

Perceived Contradiction.
Pre-registered analysis: The ANOVA reported in Table 1 reveals that there was a significant effect of
Headline Conflict on perceived contradiction. This was measured on our contradiction scale, which had a
minimum possible score of 6 and a maximum of 30. Participants exposed to conflicting headlines
perceived greater contradiction between the six headline pairs (M = 25.3) than those exposed to nonconflicting headlines (M = 13.4). This manipulation check indicates that our conflict manipulation was
perceived as intended. There was no effect of Headline Format on perceived contradiction and no
interaction between Headline Conflict and Format.
Exploratory analysis: A Bayesian ANOVA was conducted using non-informative priors. Bayes Factors
(BF10) were calculated for each effect independently (whichModels = "all"). For the Conflict
manipulation our data indicate ‘decisive’ evidence for H1 (BF10 >100). For the Format manipulation our
data indicate ‘substantial’ evidence for H0 (BF10=.21). For the interaction between Conflict and Format
our data also indicate ‘substantial’ evidence for H0 (BF10=.16).

Confusion
Pre-registered analysis: The ANOVA reported in Table 1 reveals that there was a significant effect of
Headline Conflict on responses to our confusion item. Participants exposed to conflicting headlines
indicated greater agreement that ‘the headlines create confusion about how to be healthy’ than those
exposed to non-conflicting headlines (4.52 vs 3.65 on a 5-point scale). There was no effect of Headline
Format on confusion and no interaction between Headline Conflict and Format.
Exploratory analysis: A Bayesian ANOVA was conducted using non-informative priors. Bayes Factors
(BF10) were calculated for each effect independently (whichModels = "all"). For the Conflict
manipulation our data indicate ‘decisive’ evidence for H1 (BF10 >100). For the Format manipulation our
data indicate ‘substantial’ evidence for H0 (BF10=.18). For the interaction between Conflict and Format
our data indicate ‘anecdotal’ evidence for H0 (BF10=.37).
Scientific Advancement
Pre-registered analysis: The ANOVA reported in Table 1 reveals that there was a significant effect of
Headline Conflict on perceived Scientific Advancement. Advancement of knowledge was measured on a
3 point scale in which zero corresponded to ‘We know the same amount [as before]’, 1 corresponded to
‘We know more’ [than before]’ and -1 corresponded to ‘We know less’ [than before]’. The mean
response of those exposed to non-conflicting headlines (0.007) was greater than the mean response of
those exposed to conflicting headlines (-0.25). There was no significant effect of Headline Format on
perceived Scientific Advancement and no significant interaction between Headline Conflict and Format.
Exploratory analysis: A Bayesian ANOVA was conducted using non-informative priors. Bayes Factors
(BF10) were calculated for each effect independently (whichModels = "all"). For the Conflict
manipulation our data indicate ‘strong’ evidence for H1 (BF10 =20.5). For the Format manipulation our
data indicate ‘anecdotal’ evidence for H0 (BF10=.79). For the interaction between Conflict and Format our
data indicate ‘substantial’ evidence for H0 (BF10=.13).
Exploratory One Sample t-tests were conducted to compare these group means to a value of zero (which
is the midpoint of our scale, corresponding to ‘We know the same amount’). The mean of those exposed
to non-conflicting headlines (0.007) did not significantly differ from zero (t (146) = 0.12, p = 0.902). In
contrast, the mean of those exposed to conflicting headlines (-0.25) did significantly differ from zero (t
(146) = -4.58, p < .001).
Figure 2 shows that participants exposed to conflicting headlines more frequently selected ‘we know
less’, relative to those exposed to non-conflicting headlines. Mirroring this, participants exposed to
conflicting headlines less frequently selected ‘we know more’. In all conditions the modal response was
‘we know the same’.

Figure 2. Histogram displaying the number of participants in each condition who felt the body of
research reported in the headlines resulted in us knowing more than before, less than before or the same
as before.

Experiment 2
Pre-registered analysis: In Experiment 2 our pre-registered ANOVA analysis revealed that there were no
significant effects of our IVs on any of the six DVs (see Table 2). The condition means are presented in
Figure 3.
Exploratory analysis: For each of the six dependent variables in Experiment 2 a Bayesian ANOVA was
conducted using non-informative priors. Using the same method as Experiment 1 Bayes Factor (BF10)
were calculated for each effect independently. These are reported in Table 2. For both the Conflict and
Format manipulations our data indicate ‘substantial’ evidence for H0 on all measures (all BF10 ≤ .27). This
was also the case for the interaction between Conflict and Format with our data indicating ‘substantial’
evidence for H0 for all measures (all BF10 ≤ .30).

Figure 3. Descriptive statistics for each variable measured in Experiment 2. Black horizontal bars
represent the condition mean and the band represents the 95% confidence intervals

Table 2. ANOVA test statistics showing the effects of Conflict, Format and the interaction between
Conflict and Format on each of the six dependent variables in Experiment 2.
DF1
Confusion
Conflict
Format
Conflict * Format
Backlash
Conflict
Format
Conflict * Format
Mistrust
Conflict
Format
Conflict * Format
Confidence
Conflict
Format
Conflict * Format
Certainty
Conflict
Format
Conflict * Format
Development
Conflict
Format
Conflict * Format

DF2

F

p

Cohen’s f
(partial)

Cohen’s f
95% CI

BF10

1
1
1

396
396
396

1.25
1.01
<1

.264
.315
.458

0.06
0.06
0.04

0.00 - 0.16
0.00 - 0.15
0.00 - 0.14

.21
.18
.14

1
1
1

396
396
396

<1
<1
<1

.904
.707
.987

< 0.01
0.02
< 0.01

0.00 - 0.08
0.00 - 0.11
0.00 - 0.00

.11
.12
.11

1
1
1

396
396
396

<1
<1
<1

.605
.870
.990

0.03
< 0.01
< 0.01

0.00 - 0.12
0.00 - 0.09
0.00 - 0.00

.13
.11
.11

1
1
1

396
396
396

<1
<1
<1

.516
.390
.865

0.03
0.04
< 0.01

0.00 - 0.13
0.00 - 0.14
0.00 - 0.09

.14
.16
.11

1
1
1

396
396
396

1.94
1.60
1.02

.165
.207
.313

0.07
0.06
0.05

0.00 - 0.17
0.00 - 0.16
0.00 - 0.15

.27
.23
.18

1
1
1

396
396
396

1.03
<1
2.06

.312
.995
.153

0.05
< 0.01
0.07

0.00 - 0.15
0.00 - 0.00
0.00 - 0.17

.18
.11
.30

Discussion
Exposure to seemingly conflicting claims about the health benefits and risks of certain activities is
common. This perceived conflict can lead to confusion and backlash against experts. In this paper we
conducted two experiments to examine whether toning-down generic claims about expert consensus could
moderate the degree of perceived conflict between diverging headlines. News headlines that generically
attribute claims to ‘experts’ risk amplifying the sense of conflict by implying wholesale shifts in scientific
consensus whenever the conclusions diverge from previous work. We predicted that hedging generic
news headlines with a qualifier (e.g., ...some researchers say) would reduce perceived conflict by
emphasising that some experts believe one thing and other experts believe another, without implying a
wholesale shift in consensus. In Experiment 1 we found that relative to those exposed to non-conflicting
headlines, those exposed to conflicting headlines felt they were more contradictory, created more
confusion and resulted in us knowing less about how to be healthy. Importantly, these effects were not
moderated by headline Format; the effects of Conflict in the qualified condition did not differ from the
effects observed in the generic condition. In Experiment 2 our Conflict manipulation did not affect more
global beliefs about nutrition or the development of science, so we were unable to determine whether this
effect was moderated by headline format.

In Experiment 1 we predicted that those exposed to conflicting headlines would perceive a greater sense
of contradiction than those exposed to non-conflicting headlines, a greater sense of confusion and the
perception that knowledge had advanced to a lesser extent. As predicted, those exposed to conflicting
headlines perceived a greater sense of contradiction than those exposed to non-conflicting headlines. This
manipulation check demonstrates that our conflict manipulation created the sense of conflict we intended.
This was important to check as the headlines were not presented side by side and the task instructions did
not tell participants to focus on the consistency of the headlines (participants were simply asked to try and
remember each one). Consistent with the increased sense of contradiction, participants exposed to
conflicting headlines also felt that these headlines created a greater sense of confusion about how to be
healthy. Finally, participants exposed to conflicting headlines felt that the headlines advanced knowledge
to a lesser extent than those exposed to non-conflicting headlines (replicating Koehler & Pennycook,
2019). Those exposed to conflicting headlines gave a significantly lower mean rating, which was also
significantly lower than the midpoint of the scale; indicating that the conflicting headlines result in us
knowing slightly less than we did before. This finding arguably violates normative principles of scientific
inference, as new findings cannot generally reduce our knowledge (Koehler & Pennycook, 2019). A
potentially useful avenue for future research would be to test whether correcting this basic
misunderstanding reduces the apathy and backlash commonly associated with inconsistent findings.
Contrary to our predictions, none of the conflict effects in Experiment 1 were moderated by Headline
Format (i.e., there were no significant interactions between Headline Conflict and Headline Format). The
effects of our Conflict manipulation did not differ as a function of headline Format (Generic vs
Qualified). In other words, adding the qualifier ‘some’ to generic headlines did not reduce the sense of
contradiction and confusion associated with conflicting news reports. We predicted that inserting the
word ‘some’ would trigger the scalar inference ‘some but not all’, softening the degree of perceived
conflict between diverging headlines. The addition of a qualifier indicates that individual experts
disagree, without implying that the same body of researchers is contradicting itself. However, this
manipulation did not reduce the effects of conflict relative to those who saw the original generic
headlines.
While ‘some’ has long been known to invite the scalar inference ‘some but not all’ (Bott & Noveck,
2004), one explanation for lack of interaction effect may be that generic phrases also invite a scalar
inference. Scalar inferences are made when a speaker or writer uses a weaker quantity term (e.g., some)
when a stronger term is available (e.g., all). The use of ‘some’ implies that the speaker does not believe
(or does not know) that the stronger alternative holds. In other words, the writer’s choice to say ‘some
scientists’ implies that the stronger term ‘all scientists’ is not believed (or not known) to be true. An
explanation for our findings may be that generic phrases (e.g., Scientists say…) also invite a scalar
inference. A generic phrase is not as strong as its universal equivalent (e.g., All scientists say…) and
arguably not as strong as a claim indicating wide consensus (e.g., Most scientists say…). The choice to
use a generic term over these stronger terms may imply that the writer does not believe or does not know
whether it applies to all or even most scientists. Indeed, while previous research has shown that some
people equate ‘scientists’ with ‘all scientists’ (i.e., 100% consensus) the average consensus estimate is
just over half of all scientists (Haigh et al., 2020) with most participants making the ‘not all’ inference
(i.e., by estimating <100% consensus). If the majority of participants made a scalar inference (i.e., not all)

from both generic and qualified headlines, it would explain why headline format did not moderate the
sense of conflict. One possibility is that our headline format manipulation only buffers perceived conflict
among the subset of people who equate the generic ‘experts’ with ‘all experts’. We were unable to test
this with our between-subjects design, so further research from an individual differences perspective is
required to determine whether headline format moderates perceived conflict in this specific group of
individuals.
In Experiment 2 we sought to test whether headline format moderated the effects of perceived conflict on
more global beliefs about nutrition or the development of science. We were unable to directly test this
hypothesis as our conflict manipulation (which affected perceived contradiction, confusion and
advancement in Experiment 1) did not affect the more global measures used in Experiment 2. This is
despite Experiment 2 having greater statistical power. We predicted that relative to non-conflicting
headlines, our conflicting headlines would induce a greater sense of general Nutritional Confusion,
greater Nutritional Backlash, greater mistrust in expertise and lower confidence in the Scientific
Community. We also predicted that exposure to conflicting headlines may have some positive benefits, by
creating greater awareness that scientific knowledge is uncertain and constantly developing. Our conflict
manipulation had no effect on any of these measures, so we were unable to examine whether the expected
effect was moderated by headline format. While brief exposure to conflicting headlines was sufficient to
affect topic specific beliefs in Experiment 1, it did not shift the more stable and generalised beliefs
measured in Experiment 2. The absence of a Conflict effect on global beliefs suggests that brief exposure
to conflicting headlines was not sufficient to temporarily shift global beliefs about science or nutrition
even for the short period immediately after exposure.
Hedging generic claims about scientific consensus by adding a qualifier did not affect perceived conflict
in this study, however testing ways to avoid artificially inflating perceived conflict remains an important
endeavour. Other methods of hedging news reports to emphasise limitations and uncertainty may be able
to buffer against perceived conflict. Further research is required to examine the impact of factors such as
the use of uncertainty terms in headlines (e.g., may, possibly, might), reporting of effect sizes, reporting
of sample sizes and the avoidance of generics when describing different populations (e.g., sweeping
claims about heterogeneous groups such as males, females and children).
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